SOLUTIONS OF LANGUAGE BANK
8.1
A)
1a
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B)
2 If you had/’d invited me to the party. I would have come. OR: I would
have come to the party if you had/’d invited me.
3 If Lumidla hadn’t lost all her money on the stock market, she’d be rich
now/ she would have been rich now. OR Lumidla would be rich
now/would have been rich now if she hadn’t lost all her money on the
stock market.
4 If Greg had been travelling fast, he might have, hit the motorcyclist. OR
Greg might have hit the motorcyclist if he had/’d been travelling fast.
5 If they hadn’t stopped the fire, it could have destroyed most of the
building. OR The fire could have destroyed most of the building if they
hadn’t stopped it.
6 The plant wouldn’t have died if you had/’d watered it. OR If you had/’d
watered the plant, it wouldn’t have died.
9 Mei-li couldn’t have afforded the car if she hadn’t just won some money.
OR If Me-li hadn’t just won some money, she couldn’t have afforded the
car.
10 If we hadn’t been working together in Tokyo, we wouldn’t be/wouldn’t
have been married now. OR We wouldn’t be/wouldn’t have been married
now if we hadn’t been working together in Tokyo.

8.2
A)

2 There’s no point in going to be now - we have to get up in an hour.
3 Do you expect me to know all the answers?
4 Listening to your MP3 player during class is rude.
5 My parents never let me stay out past 8 0’clock.
6 We all look forward to seeing you in person.
7 You’d better get ready – the taxi’s arriving in ten minutes.
8 The trip was a good opportunity to practice speaking English.
9 They’re used to speaking English with each other even though they’re
both Japanese.
10 I phoned the station to ask about departure times.
B)
1 Have you considered becoming a doctor?
2 I’ve managed to pass my driving test – after three tries.
3 My mother taught me to type without looking.
4 We avoided talking to each other all through the party.
5 Jorge expects to finish the painting by the end of the week.
6 My computer keeps freezing whenever I hit the delete button.
7 Could you remind me to lock the door, Jan?

8.3
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